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The name LIAT is a Hebrew word, which means “You are Mine” (Isaiah 43:1). It is indeed a fulfilment of the long-cherished dream of youth working in Technopark. Hundreds of techies, families, youths, and children experience the presence of Christ through this centre today. Daily Holy Mass, Confession, Adorations, and frequent fellowship gatherings through this centre helps them to practice their faith in a deeper and joyful way. Behind this dream come true, there exists years of prayers and hard work of many people.

The Claretian association in Trivandrum with the catholic youth movement of Jesus Youth (JY) dates back to 2007, when Fr Thomas Manamel CMF served as the Assistant Director of Sadhana. He rendered spiritual support to Jesus Youth at Technopark. Starting with Fr Thomas, Claretian priests from Sadhana continued their support and service to Jesus Youth ... READ MORE
YOUTH, A TIME OF GOD’S BLESSING AND PERSONAL MATURATION

By Christián Kasema CMF

Youth! This is a decisive, determining and well-suited stage for deepening intimacy with God and becoming useful to oneself and to others. But what can we do to achieve this? How to cement and furnish this time usefully, intelligently, wisely and unquestionably? This modest sharing, nourished by a very personal experience and convictions, has no pretension of suggesting extraordinary things. It is simply an exhortation to our youth, who ... READ MORE

IT STARTS WITH LISTENING
OUR EXPERIENCE OF THE DAY OF CLARETIAN VOCATIONS

By Krisantus Emanuel Nurak CMF

We are all clearly aware that our life’s calling starts with Jesus Himself. Jesus abandoned His Glory to find us and offers us His life through His words and His works. The proper way to respond to His calling is by first, lending our ears to listen and discern, and after the process of discernment, we reply to Him. Listening is one of the basic foundations of practicing our faith to follow Jesus. Mary of Magdalene knows Jesus because she listened to His greetings. In the Old Testament, the intimate ... READ MORE

TELL ME WHO YOU HANG OUT WITH, AND I WILL TELL YOU WHO YOU ARE.
VOCATIONAL LETTER OF JULY ’22

By Piotr Bęza CMF

Less than a fortnight ago I returned from a month-long Ignatian retreat. This time reminded me of an old proverb with which I decided to title this brief reflection on a topic that seems very obvious for any believer, but less so for a religious: "Tell me with whom you walk, and I will tell you who you are." The key word in this phrase The key word in this phrase is "to be", not "to be". Between “being” and "being" there is a ... READ MORE